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The Mokvi Gospel (1300 AD) is an early testimony of
Christian influence in Georgia and represents a late
Byzantine Georgian manuscript. Because of the
Christian influence, the manuscript will be titled as a
medieval manuscript. Especially the region of
Abkhazia is known for this religious current. The manu-
script was commissioned in 1300 by Daniel, Bishop of
Mokvi, and donated to the Mokvi church of the
Virgin, located in Abkhazia in the north-western part
of Georgia. Because of its high value it is recorded by
the Memory of the World Programme by UNESCO.
Today, it is stored at the National Centre of
Manuscripts, Tbilisi, and has the inventory number Q
902. It is unbound and no further binding exists.
The Gospel is written on parchment in Nuskhuri

script in two columns (Figure 1). It contains 329
pages (30 × 23.5 cm). It was made by Master Eprem,
according to a remark in the colophon on fol. 103r,
and is adorned with canon tables, four full-size minia-
tures of the Evangelists, headpieces, initial letters and
157 miniatures. All miniatures of the Mokvi Gospel
are painted on a layer of gold leaf, which is a rare
case. This results in severe flaking of the paint layers
from the gilding as well as from the parchment
because the adhesion power between the paint layer
and gold is poor. A continuous loss of original
material had been observed throughout the years.
In October 2011 an international group of experts

investigated the condition of the manuscript and
developed a rescue programme within the first phase
of the project. About 75% of the illuminations
urgently needed consolidation. The examination and
conservation treatments were conducted in Tbilisi,
Georgia, within several sessions.

Preliminary examination

The overall condition of the parchment as well as the
illuminated pages was the focus of the investigation.

The whole manuscript was visually inspected with
the help of a stereomicroscope, which was available
in the conservation lab. A portable digital micro-
scope (Dino-lite®) served to take detailed pictures
of the miniatures and the parchment with higher
magnification. Additional pictures with a lower
magnification were taken with a digital camera.
Transmitted light was also used to describe the
characteristics of the parchment and to examine the
sewing structure and the holes in the parchment
sections.
Within this very first working stage, a database

(based on Microsoft Excel) was created to collect all
data related to the condition as well as to the treatment

FIGURE 1 Mokvi Gospel, 1300, Q 902, National Centre
of Manuscripts, Tbilisi, fol. 30 v. Illuminations on gold
support. Written in Nuskhuri script.
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steps. This helped not only to collect but also to visu-
alize all findings and to build up a proper conservation
strategy. The database was handed over to the Centre
of Manuscripts at the end of the working stay.

Condition of book block

The book block consists of unbound double leaves
(bifolio). There is no information about the binding
history and the original binding, which is lost. Large
numbers of the quires are in the right order, however
others were not in the right order, as several leaves
were separated in former times. Usually, there are
four double leaves united to one quire. The parchment
was chosen very carefully for the manuscript. It is well
prepared, of overall evenness and quite thin with
approx. 0.10/0.15 mm. In some quires a somewhat
thicker and less flexible parchment can be found,
with approx. 0.20 mm thickness.
The parchment is flexible and quite stable in the well

preserved part of the book block. Nevertheless the
book as a unit is in a rather bad condition. The first
couple of leaves are heavily damaged. Other parts of
the manuscript show less damage.
Very different types of damage can be found in the

book block. Throughout the whole book block the
lower margins of the parchment have shrunk due to
water or very high humidity. This phenomenon has
led to wrinkles of the leaves (Figure 2). This causes
tension and abrasion of the paint in the illuminations.
Water, high atmospheric humidity and mould have

severely damaged the folds of the double leaves. This
area is almost throughout browned and stained and
the folds are partly or fully torn. Due to mould and
mechanical use, the edges and margins of the leaves
often show tears and missing parts. Particularly in
the area of the illuminations some parts show
damage caused by insects. The missing parts follow
the form of the illuminations (Figure 3). The evident
damage of the parchment led to further damage
when turning and studying the pages. Therefore con-
servation steps and best preservation conditions are
urgently needed (Dvalishvili et al., 2013).
Fol. 208 and the following pages show ink corrosion.

The ink changed its colour, is flaking and caused
partial losses in the parchment. At this point no inter-
vening treatment is recommended on behalf of the ink
corrosion. As long as the climatic condition is stable,
there should be no further corrosive action.

Art technology of miniatures

The illuminations are carried out on a layer of leaf
gilding directly attached to the parchment without
any gesso (Figure 4). At some illuminations a thin
whitish or yellowish base layer can be detected, but

was not observed throughout all miniatures. This
preparation layer might have served as ground for
the gilding.
All miniatures have an overall gold layer as first

layer. The gilding was probably not polished. This
might be one reason, that the appearance is matte.
In addition, the structure of the parchment, such as
the grain pattern is shining through the gold layer.
On top of the gold layer a preparatory drawing exe-
cuted with black ink can be observed, where the
paint layer above is lost. This underdrawing is per-
formed with single lines and suggests being a prepara-
tory step for the subsequent paint layer.
The execution of illuminations in manuscripts on

image-size gold layers is rather seldom. In most cases
golden backgrounds or supports would spare the
area of figural parts, because the illuminators must
have been aware of the weak adhesion bonds on
gold. However, there are examples of early manu-
scripts which show illuminations on gold. They can
be found in late Carolingian Manuscripts, as for
example in the evangeliary de Saint-Médard de

FIGURE 2 Fol.30v, the water damage at the lower fold
causes an overall distortion of the parchment.

FIGURE 3 Fol.6r, a green support paper enhances the
visibility of the damage due to insects.
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Soissons (inv. Nr. 8850) at the Bibliothèque Nationale
de France1 where the borders of the full-size miniatures
are ornamented with a golden frame on which it was
painted. Full size miniatures on gold are also found in
the Greek-Byzantine tradition, as for example in the
manuscript M.647 at the Pierpont Morgan Library in
New York.2 The codex Durlach 2 at the Badische
Landesbibliothek, Karlsruhe,3 from the early sixteenth
century shows a typical golden border with floral and
animal decorations that were also painted directly on
the polished golden support. These are examples of min-
iatures with decorations performed on golden layers.
However, no systematic research was done so far,

which would be an interesting codicological topic to
be studied in the future.
The illuminations of the Mokvi Gospel are of high

quality which finds expression in very fine and detailed
figures. Several pigment mixtures can be observed: the
red, blue, brown and black pigments were mixed with
white. Christ is always indicated with a halo, which is
highlighted with red inscriptions. The flesh tones are
probably a mixture of white, red, and brown. The min-
iatures are framed by either a red or blue double line.
The use of the colour red and blue as frame line
changes from miniature to miniature.

Condition of the miniatures

The grade of deterioration of the miniatures is more
severe in the first sequences of the manuscript than
towards the end. This is a typical degradation
scheme, because the first pages are always handled
more extensively than the rear pages. At the last
pages, the illuminations are totally lost. The reason
therefore might be high relative humidity or even
water damage which causes a total delamination of
the pigment layer.
The gold layer of the miniatures is damaged if the

parchment itself has a natural distortion. The thick-
ness of the gold layer must be quite thin which might
be one reason for chipping off in small particles.
Since there is no gesso, the contact between gold and
parchment is very low and the gold is detached at a
high number of illuminations. In some cases, the yel-
lowish preparation layer can be seen.
The paint layer also shows heavy flaking (Figure 5).

The flesh tones of the faces are very vulnerable and
therefore severely damaged. Also the blue coloured
parts and the pink and red-white mixtures are
degraded. 115 out of the 157 miniatures need a conso-
lidation treatment to avoid any further loss of the paint
layer. The stability was tested under five times magni-
fication by brushing very gently over the paint layers
with a fine brush (sable brush, No. 2).
The red colour of Christ’s halo is stable as well as the

black underpaint. The ink of the text, probably iron
gall ink, is stable except for several pages.
Severe damage occurs, if the gold layer as well as the

paint layer above are flaking and are about to getting
lost. However, the consolidation process will be the
same for the paint layer flaking off the gold as well
as for the flaking gold layer on the parchment.
Some of the illuminations received a former consoli-

dation treatment with egg white. This information was
derived from personal communications with the staff
members. This treatment resulted in a quite shiny
look of the paint layer and heavy flaking (Figure 6).
However, this kind of flaking has a different appear-
ance compared to the flaking caused by insufficient

FIGURE 4 Fol.28r, the paint layer is executed on gold
which is directly applied to the parchment.

FIGURE 5 Fol.105v, full size illuminations with heavy
flaking and losses of the paint layer.
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adhesion to the gold support. Due to the egg white
treatment and its high tension after drying, the paint
layer lost its flexibility and eventually broke and
cracked. The flaking is rather irregular and the shin-
gles are standing upright from the support.

Consolidation treatment

Within two working stays in 2013, all miniatures were
tested and finally 124 miniatures were consolidated
with either brush application (Figure 7) or aerosols.
About 10% were stabilized with aerosols (Pataki,
2005), all other miniatures with fine brushes (Pataki-
Hundt, 2012), called ‘liner’. The Partulizer, which is
a commercially available nebulizer, served as a genera-
tor to apply the consolidants as mist. The partulizer
produces aerosols with the help of a compressor.
Sturgeon glue (1–1.5% in demineralized water, w/w)

was used as a first choice to consolidate the majority of
miniatures. This adhesive, based on a natural protein,

developed the best adhesion strength and showed good
penetration behaviour. Nearly no gloss could be
detected after the consolidation treatment. The fluidity
and appropriate viscosity enhanced the adhesive to be
drawn by capillary forces under the fine paint layer.
The adhesive strength between paint layer and gold
is sufficient. However, even after consolidation the
miniatures are very sensitive to mechanical distortion.
The sturgeon glue was placed on a cup-warmer to keep
it at a temperature of ca. 60°C during consolidation.
From time to time, small amounts of ethanol were
added to the adhesive to enhance the penetration be-
haviour. In the case of insufficient adhesion or prior
consolidation treatments with egg white, a water-
soluble polyvinyl-alcohol, trade name Mowiol 20/
98, was chosen in a 2% solution in demineralized
water (w/w). Only four illuminations out of 124
were treated with Mowiol 20/98, to keep the number
as small as possible. This synthetic adhesive is
known for some time in conservation as a consolidant
and underwent analytical measurements for conserva-
tion purposes (Feller &Wilt, 1990; Schellmann, 2012).
It is classified as critical concerning the ageing proper-
ties. It tends to cross-link upon ageing. The cross-
linking occurs between the polymer chains as well as
to connecting metallic salts which may have served as
pigments (Horie, 1987: 99). However, Mowiol showed
good penetration behaviour, good fluidity for the very
fine paint layer and rather low gloss after drying. The
developed adhesion power seemed to be adequate
after final testing with a very soft brush. Alternatives
such as cellulose ethers, JunFunori® or Paraloid B72
as a synthetic adhesive performed not as well as
Mowiol. The positive adhesive qualities outweigh the
negative ageing aspects.

Material analysis

Parallel to the working stages for consolidation,
analytical measurements were undertaken. The con-
dition of the parchment fibres was determined with
the Micro Hot Table (MHT) technique and the
nature of the parchment with matrix-assisted laser des-
orption/ionization time of flight analysis (MALDI-
TOF). In addition, the pigments were analysed by
scanning electron microscopy with energy dispersive
X-ray spectroscopy (SEM/EDX) and the binding
media by enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA).

Shrinkage temperature

Small samples of the parchment were collected which
were already separated from the parchment leaves.
Single fibres were placed on an object tray, wetted
with demineralized water and sealed with a cover

FIGURE 6 Fol.17v, glossy appearance leads to the
assumption that egg white was used in former times for
consolidation.

FIGURE 7 Fol.51v, consolidation with a fine brush and
sturgeon glue (1–1.5%, w/w).
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glass using Fixogum®. The parchment showed a
shrinkage temperature (Ts) of 53.3°C, which indicates
a quite good parchment condition (Larsen, 2002).

Parchment analysis

The University of York conducted the analysis of the
parchment with MALDI-TOF (Kirby et al., 2011).
MALDI-TOF is a well-known analytical technique
in life science to detect proteins. To investigate the
amino acid composition a collagen peptide mass fin-
gerprint is created and correlated to a reference data
bank which needs to be build up prior to analysis of
the artwork. For analysis the collagen needs to be
digested by enzymes and then the peptides are ana-
lysed by matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization
time of flight analysis (MALDI-TOF). The samples
are ionized with a laser and then spectroscopically
analysed. The technique always needs very small
samples and the accuracy is very high. Fiddyment
et al. (2015) presented a sample taking technique
with the help of a PVC-eraser. The eraser takes up
parchment fibres after smoothly rubbing the surface
several times. Small amounts of the shavings were col-
lected in plastic tubes and sent to the laboratory.
Wearing gloves avoids any cross-contamination.
Because of the fine preparation steps prior to writing

and illuminating, the nature of the parchment could
not be detected easily with the naked eye or the help
of a microscope. The analysis with MALDI-TOF
detected for one sample sheep and for the other
sample inconclusive sheep or goat.

Pigment analysis

At the laboratory of Archaeometry and Conservation
Science at the State Academy of Art & Design,
Stuttgart, the pigments were analysed by SEM/EDX
(SEM/EDX, Zeiss, EVO 60). The samples of the pig-
ments were collected from flaking paint in the inner
folds. It is most likely that the samples derived from
the specific quire where they were found. The follow-
ing pigments could be detected.
Lead white and bone white served as white pig-

ments, or as fillers respectively, while vermillion was
the only red pigment. Azurite (lode matter feldspar)
was used for blue paint layers where it was mixed
together with lead white, bone white and traces of ver-
million. Gold in a very pure quality was the only
yellow pigment used for the illuminations, while
green was most likely green earth. The preparation
layer under the gold leafs was a mixture of yellow
ochre, lead white and a little gypsum (gold) or chalk
(paint layer). Additionally, iron could be detected
indicating iron gall ink as writing media. By visual
means no organic dyes or pigments could be detected.

Binding media analysis

Very small fragments which could not be placed back
to a specific illumination and which were already
loose, were used to analyse the binding media. The
pigment fragments were found between folios 16r,
16v, 324r, and 36r. Taking samples in illuminated
manuscripts is rather rare and unusual. The very
high value and the uniqueness of the written testimony
usually prohibit taking samples in most cases. In this
case, it was regarded justified, because the flaking
was so severe and advanced.
ELISA, a common immunological technique used

in biotechnology, was applied for the analysis of the
binding media. It is based on the specific reaction of
antibodies with antigens and employs enzymatic
labelled antibodies for a coloured signal. To amplify
the signal indirect ELISA is widely used (Figure 8(a)
and (b)). It employs unlabelled primary antibodies fol-
lowed by enzyme-conjugated secondary antibodies.
Since more secondary antibodies can bind to the
primary antibodies the addition of a secondary anti-
body increases the sensitivity of the assay which is
desirable if sample sizes are limited (Schultz et al.,
2009). The major benefit of the ELISA technique is
its acute specificity and high sensitivity that allows
unambiguous identification and differentiation of
closely related protein-based binding media, even in
complex mixtures, on a relatively small sample.
Recent research has successfully demonstrated the
use of ELISA for the identification of proteins and
gums in works of art (Heginbotham et al., 2006;
Schultz, 2014).
Four samples (∼10–25 µg) containing preparation

layer, paint layer(s), and gilding were analysed by
indirect ELISA for ovalbumin, collagen, fish collagen,
sturgeon collagen, plant gums, and gum tragacanth.
The optical density (OD) of the coloured enzymatic
reaction was measured with a spectrophotometer at
414 nm. Gums were detected in three samples (#16r,
#16v, #36r), but no tragacanth (Table 1). The detec-
tion of collagen in three samples and ovalbumin in
one sample is ambiguous and cannot be considered a
positive detection (too close to the cut-off of the
applied method). It suggests that the detection limit
of the technique was reached.

Interpretation of the ELISA results

Immunological methods can only detect proteins and
gums that are part of the assay; of course, other pro-
teins or other components (e.g. oils, waxes, and
resins) may be present. Moreover, a negative ELISA
result does not always mean that the target protein is
not present in the sample. Other possibilities may be
that the protein content in the sample is below the
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detection limit of ELISA analysis due to the small
sample size, low concentration, insufficient extraction,
or degradation of the protein.
However, the presented results demonstrate the

potential of ELISA as a complementary technique
for the identification of different proteins and gums
even on very small samples but further research is
needed.

Conclusion

The poor condition of the paint layer on gold of the
Mokvi Gospel could be stabilized to a great extent.
The adhesion between the fine paint layer and gold
was enhanced due to the consolidation treatment.
However, the manuscript and the miniatures are still
fragile and further loss and detachment of the paint
layer may occur, if the storage condition and handling
are not adequate. 124 out of 157 miniatures were
treated with either brushes or aerosols. This high
number of treated pages suggests that the cause of
damage originates in an art technological weak spot
in the set-up of the painting. To paint on gold holds
a high risk of insufficient adhesion between paint
layer and gold support. This combination led to the
heavy flaking of the miniatures. Often, miniatures
are flaking due to handling or extensive exhibition.
This is rather not the case for the Mokvi Gospel; the
flaking can be found throughout the manuscript.
Predominantly, sturgeon glue in concentration 1–

1.5% (w/w) was used for consolidation. This
protein-based adhesive develops sufficient adhesion
power after drying. Due to its low viscosity, capillary
action during the consolidation treatment with
brushes and aerosols worked very well. However,
some miniatures needed repeated consolidation appli-
cations. When miniatures were formerly treated with
egg white, a synthetic resin was used. Polyvinyl-
alcohol 20/98 (trade name Mowiol) was used in 2%
concentration for four miniatures. This synthetic
resin in aqueous solution was investigated by Feller
& Wilt (1990) and Schellmann (2012) and classified
with reservation concerning the long-term stability. It
was used for these very fine paint layers because of
its adequate fluidity or viscosity and the ability to be
dissolved in demineralized water. Good working prop-
erties were evaluated to be more relevant than a
slightly critical long-term stability. Paraloid B 72 or
Klucel G, both in solvents, did not perform well and
could not be used as consolidants. The Medium for
Consolidation (Lascaux), an acrylic polymer, could
supposedly be a promising alternative which is to be
proved in future tests.

The results of parchment and pigment analysis are
valuable for further codicological research work. The
determination of the species of the parchment and
the identification of the binding media represent new
developments with the help of modern analytical life

FIGURE 8 (a) and (b) Principle of direct and indirect
ELISA: specific antibodies for proteins or gums are
conjugated with an enzyme which produces a coloured
product when a suitable substrate is added. The optical
density (OD) of the coloured enzymatic marker indicates
the ‘strength’ of a positive identification. For signal
amplification a second antibody can be added (indirect
ELISA).
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science tools. MALDI-TOF is a highly sophisticated
analytical tool and needs specialized labs to cooperate
with. The easy way of sample taking enables the detec-
tion of the species and gives valuable information
which can be used again for further codicological
investigations.
It is rare and unusual that samples from a medieval

illuminated manuscript are available. This favourable
situation occurred only because of the overall heavy
flaking and the numerous fragments which could not
be localized back to their origin. The four selected
fragments are small and light weight (∼10–25 µg).
Because of its acute specificity and high sensitivity,
ELISA is a valuable tool to detect finest traces of
binding media in a small sample. The paint for the
Mokvi Gospel was executed with plant gums, even
though other non-protein or gum-based materials
cannot be excluded due to the focus of the technique.
This is an extraordinary gain of information which is a
unique feature for art technology studies and
codicology.
Due to its fragile condition, the manuscript will not

be rebound. All folios are digitized and can be studied
online at the Centre of Manuscripts in Tbilisi. The
condition of the miniatures needs to be checked from
time to time, because the overall situation of painted
gold remains critical.
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